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(a) SUNFLOWER METAL 
FOUNTAIN
Invite the serenity of a babbling brook to the patio with our Sunflower 
Metal Fountain. Light-up plug-in water fountain is crafted of rust hued 
metal with a flecked black patina and etched with a repeating floral 
design. Fountain measures approximately 13" in diameter by 21" tall. 
Minor assembly required.

#39315 | $398

We are delighted to invite you to share 

the warmth of our hand selected summer 

collection. Sending a gift from Olive & Cocoa 

ensures that your thoughtfulness will linger 

long after the caps have been thrown, 

the vows have been exchanged, 

and the candles have been wished upon.

graduations   birthday bashes   cocktail parties   bridal showers
dreamy weddings   new babies   blissful thanks   Father's Day

Welcome
Summer
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(b) DAHLIA FAUX BOTANICAL 
WREATH
Crafted of the highest quality faux botanicals, our wreath brightens their 
doorway with dahlias and flowering tendrils that will stay gorgeous for seasons 
to come. Wreath measures approximately 20" in diameter and arrives adorned 
with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#28565 | $158

(d) COTTAGE BIRD FEEDER
Our Cottage Bird Feeder beautifully invites feathered friends for a meal. 
Hand made in the USA of ceramic in lush shades of teal and ochre, easy to 
hang feeder has a removable top to fill with your own birdseed. Measures 
approximately 6" in diameter by 11" tall and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® 
gift wrap with ribbon.

#39210 | $128

(c) SEA GLASS & HEART GARDEN 
STAKE
Bring waves of love to the outdoors with our Sea Glass & Heart Garden Stake. 
Crafted of aqua hued sea glass and driftwood on a heart shaped metal frame, 
stake has a dangling sea glass heart that moves with the breeze. Easily staked 
into the ground with a 2-prong base, art piece measures approximately  
9 ½" wide by 41" tall.

#39151 | $88

(e) CASSIA
Featuring violet and blush blooms accented with green buds and textural 
botanicals, Cassia is enchantingly alluring. Cassia is expertly arranged in a dark 
stained wood box, measures approximately 7" x 7" x 10" to top of arrangement, 
and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order 
info page.

#39179 | $108

(a) WILD LOTUS FIRE BOWL
The warmth and charm of a campfire are captured in our sculptural 
Wild Lotus Fire Bowl. Unique tabletop fire bowl is crafted of aluminum 
and includes a can of clean burning gel fuel. Fire bowl measures 
approximately 14" in diameter by 7 ½" tall and arrives packaged 
together with gel fuel in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#39189 | $298

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(b) KAYENTA COWGIRL HAT
Ride off into the sunset with our chic and easy-to-pack woven straw hat. Natural 
fibers and soft construction maintain the shape while a flexible wire brim allows 
for individual styling. Featuring a natural straw bow accent, interior sweatband, 
and generous 3 ½" brim, hat is women’s one size fits most and arrives packaged  
in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#16382 | $88

(c) SUNFLOWER SLIPPERS SET
A delightful set of comforting favorites, our fuzzy sunflower slippers are paired 
with moisturizing hand cream and lip balm. Non-skid slippers are available in 
women's sizes small/medium and large/extra large and arrive gift wrapped 
together with hand cream and lip balm in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#28620 | small/medium slippers, lotion & lip balm | $98

#28621 | large/extra large slippers, lotion & lip balm | $98

(a) MARCELLA
Sunny peach, fabulous magenta, and lush green mingle together to create an 
arrangement that is refreshing and bright. Expertly arranged in a dark stained 
wood box, Marcella measures approximately 7" x 7" x 12" to top of arrangement 
and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order 
info page.

#39181 | $118

(d) SUNSET GROVE LEATHER 
BACKPACK
An enticing shade of persimmon gives our fashionable backpack instant appeal. 
Crafted of polished genuine leather with a zippered closure and a front pocket 
with a magnetic snap button, fabric lined backpack has a top carrying handle, 
removeable adjustable shoulder straps, and an interior tablet pocket. Bag 
measures approximately 11" x 3" x 12" and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® 
gift wrap with ribbon.

#39150 | $298

(e) JUNGLE GREEN LEOPARD PAJAMAS
Take a walk on the wild side of comfort with our fierce leopard pajamas. Woven 
of 100% cotton, pajamas have a short sleeve button front shirt and full length 
pants with an elastic drawstring waistband. Available in women’s sizes small, 
medium, large, and extra large, pajamas arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#39379 | small | $198

#39380 | medium | $198

#39381 | large | $198

#39382 | extra large | $198

chic & cozy
Beautiful ways to complement her style.

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)
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(e) SUMMER GARDEN ESTATE MAT
Festively showcasing a smattering of vibrant flowers, our Summer Garden 
Estate Mat is crafted of natural coconut coir and measures approximately 18" x 
40". Door mat arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. 
If natural shedding occurs, a simple shake will do.

#39146 | $68

(d) LOLA FLEUR 
Share a sweet summertime greeting with a gathering of verdant greens and 
rouge blossoms in a dark stained wood trough. Expertly arranged Lola Fleur 
measures approximately 15" x 4" x 10" to top of arrangement and requires next 
day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order info page.

#39182 | $124

(b) WESTERN DAYDREAM PILLOW
Our Western Daydream Pillow depicts a bold transformation of a black and white 
photograph embellished with bright embroidered accents and trim. 16" x 24" 
pillow has a fabulously vibrant striped reverse and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#28617 | $118

(c) LEMON QUARTZ TEARDROP 
EARRINGS
Petite and perfect for everyday wear, our Lemon Quartz Teardrop Earrings bring 
fresh color to her wardrobe. Hand crafted in Park City, Utah, earrings feature 
faceted quartz stones dangling from gold filled rings with a lever back closure. 
Earrings hang approximately 1" long and arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted 
wood crate with ribbon.

#26540 | $98

enlarged to show detail

(a) SUCCULENT FROG
A happy little frog filled with exotic looking succulent plants adds charm and 
character to any home or patio. Hardy and easy to care for, this little guy comes 
fully planted and ready for display. Succulent Frog measures approximately  
6" x 6" x 5" and requires 2nd day shipping.

#1923 | $50

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(b) LILY & BRANCH PAJAMAS
Chic and cozy, our lightweight cotton pajamas have embellished trim on the 
cuffs, a long sleeved top with fabric covered buttons, and drawstring waistband 
pants. Available in women’s sizes small, medium, and large, Lily & Branch 
Pajamas arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#28572 | small | $168

#28573 | medium | $168

#28574 | large | $168

(c) LAVENDER DRAGONFLY SPA CRATE
Combining the transcendent aroma of blooming French flowers with a jade 
green motif, our Lavender Dragonfly Spa Crate is an utterly luxurious collection. 
Perfumed bath soap, soothing almond hand crème, relaxing tub tea, a fragrant 
candle, and a weighted lavender scented eye mask all arrive gift wrapped 
together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#17623 | $138

(a) GISELLE SUCCULENT TROUGH
Exotic botanicals are unusually elegant. A variety of succulent plants is 
presented in a dark stained wood trough for an eco-chic potager. Resilient and 
easy to care for, the Giselle Succulent Trough is great for home, patio or office. 
Measures approximately 19” x 4” x 7” to top of arrangement and requires 2nd 
day shipping.

#1043 | $78

(f ) ORGANIC PEARL BRACELETS
Organically shaped freshwater pearls in hues of ivory and pewter are threaded 
on sturdy, stretchy string to combine timeless beauty with modern comfort. 
Set of 3 women's one size fits most bracelets arrives gift wrapped together in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#28643 | set of 3 bracelets | $118

item in image smaller than actual size

(d) RODEO DRIVE SUN HAT
Crafted of flexible raffia with a brim that can be shaped or rolled to fit her own 
style, our Rodeo Drive Sun Hat is equally ready for a garden party or a lakeside 
stroll. Featuring a secret credit card pocket and an adjustable interior tie, hat 
measures approximately 16" in diameter and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® 
gift wrap with ribbon.

#18592 | $174

(e) SONORA
Send a bouquet in signature Olive & Cocoa® style! Ombré shades of red, pink, 
and crème are expertly arranged, surrounded by a garden of hardy green leaves 
for a presentation that's simply gorgeous. Sonora measures approximately  
7" x 7" x 10" to top of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains 
floral foam: CA residents, see order info page.

#21646 | $74

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

(f )
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(e) AT THE BEACH TIC TAC TOE
Our At the Beach Tic Tac Toe set includes a rustic wood tray and matte painted 
metal starfish and sand dollars. Tray measures approximately 14" square,  
game pieces measure 3" and 3 ½" tall, and all arrive packaged together in  
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#28550 | $128

(a) TULUM BEACH COVERUP
Whether poolside, beachside, or lounging at home, she's sure to love wearing 
our Tulum Beach Coverup. Woven of 100% cotton with a soft feel, hooded robe 
has pockets, a fringed hem, and a matching belt. Available in unisex sizes small, 
medium, large, and extra large, unlined coverup arrives gift wrapped in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#39215 | small | $168

#39216 | medium | $168

#39217 | large | $168

#39218 | extra large | $168

(c) KINETIC WHALE SCULPTURE
Majestic and whimsical, our Kinetic Whale Sculpture is a classic interactive art 
piece. Hand crafted of metal, balanced pendulum sculpture can be set in motion 
to capture the essence of the ocean's gentle giant. Whale sculpture measures 
approximately 14" x 4" x 18" and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap 
with ribbon.

#39195 | $178

(d) BEACHVIEW ACCENT PILLOW
Send their thoughts to the shore with our serene accent pillow. Woven of cotton 
with textured stitching to bring the scene to life, pillow has a linen-like feel and 
a solid beige reverse. Beachview Accent Pillow measures approximately  
12" x 19" and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. 

#39122 | $94

beach vibes
Bring seaside-inspired treasures 

right to their doorstep.

(b) NOIR & STRAW HAT
Woven of premium paper straw in chic black with a contrasting natural hued 
hatband, our UPF 50+ Noir & Straw Hat is effortlessly stylish. Women's one size 
fits most hat has an interior fabric sweatband and measures approximately 15" 
in diameter. Arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#39149 | $78

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)
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(c) “LOVED”  THROW
One simple word says it all. Proudly showcasing the word “loved” on the front, 
our two-tone grey and white blanket is perfect for cuddling up together. Woven 
of invitingly soft fine-combed cotton, “Loved” Throw measures approximately  
42" x 60" and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#21193 | $138

(a) HEART AFLUTTER 
METAL BUTTERFLIES
Artisan crafted exclusively for Olive & Cocoa®, our 
striking wall art is bursting with love. Hand made 
of rustic metal butterflies fluttering in the shape 
of a heart and available in 3 sizes, our unique, 
dimensional displays measure approximately  
6", 13", or 27" tall.

#39082 | small | $68

#39081 | medium | $124

#30073 | large (pictured) | $348

(e) CUSTOMIZED SERVING TRAY
A perfect marker of life’s monumental milestones. Hand crafted in the USA, our 
rustic tray is customizable with a last name up to 12 characters, plus the year  
a family or household was established (if desired). Measuring approximately  
12" x 18 ½" x 2", tray has handles in its lip. Arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Custom tray takes approximately  
10 business days to create. Free personalization.

#14094 | $148

(d) FALLING IN LOVE METAL ART
The immortal words sung by The King himself echo across generations. Crafted 
of precisely etched metal with a rust colored finish, Falling In Love Metal Art 
is an inspiring piece of décor. Display measures approximately 27" x 36" and 
arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#27472 | $288

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(b)

(b) ARTISAN HEART SCULPTURE  
& LOCKS
Evoke the spirit of The Pont des Arts Bridge with our Artisan Heart Sculpture  
& Locks. Our charming artisan crafted sculpture includes 2 working locks to 
latch with your love. Sculpture measures approximately 5 ½" wide by 10" tall  
and arrives gift wrapped together with mini locks in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#30064 | $78

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) TASTES FOR EVERYONE 
From cheeses and crackers to nuts, spicy salsa, and a bit of chocolate, everyone 
is sure to find a favorite treat to devour. Petite includes tortilla chips, roasted 
salsa, white chocolate pretzels, mixed nuts, and chocolate almond bark. Medium 
also includes salami, farmhouse cheese, rosemary crisps, and cinnamon toffee 
popcorn. Large (pictured) also includes milk chocolate pretzels, apricot jam, 
pistachios, shortbread cookies, and artichoke lemon pesto. Each size arrives gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Also available in a signature 
Olive & Cocoa® canvas and burlap tote with ribbon. 

#1230 | petite crate | $54

#1231 | medium crate | $98

#1232 | large crate | $158

#22154 | petite tote | $54

#22155 | medium tote | $98

#22156 | large tote | $158 

(c) ITALIAN MARKET SNACKS
Indulge in the fresh flavors of Italy. Medium (pictured) includes a gourmet 
collection of salami, farmhouse cheese, basil pesto, bruschetta spread, rustic 
crackers, mixed nuts, and handmade sea salt caramels. Large adds red wine 
salami, savory flavored cheese, crispy crackers, pecan caramels, and extra mixed 
nuts. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#7570 | medium crate | $98

#29164 | large crate | $154

#22196 | medium tote | $98

(e) DELECTABLE DELIGHTS CRATE
Surprise them with a bevy of yummy snacks, including black pepper crackers, 
red Aussie licorice, churro pretzels, green onion cheese, a dark chocolate bar 
with seeds & berries, and so much more. Each size arrives gift wrapped in  
a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete 
crate details.

#18996 | petite | $68

#18995 | medium | $108

#18994 | large (pictured) | $164

(b) SNACKABLE DELIGHTS
A symphony of sweet, savory, salty, and smoky flavors combine for a gift they'll 
always remember. Our Snackable Delights crate includes cheddar jalapeño 
popcorn, sea salt caramels, pretzel twists, a Buffalo chicken stick, honey 
mustard, flavored olives, trail mix, crispy crackers, cheese spread, and so  
much more! Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with 
ribbon. Visit oliveandcocoa.com for complete crate details. 

#29159 | medium | $98

#29158 | large | $134

#29157 | extra large (pictured) | $174

(d) BOUNTIFUL HARVEST CRATE
Send your best wishes with a tantalizing variety of delicious snacks! Petite 
includes salami, cheese crackers, cashews, dried pineapple, and an amaranth 
bar. Medium adds trail mix, dried kiwi, and herbes de provence olives. Large 
adds dried mangoes, dried figs & apricots, cheese cracker straws, dried apples, 
roasted almonds, and lemon blueberry granola. Extra large adds coconut date 
rolls, another amaranth bar, golden raisins, jerky, hummus, pistachios, and dried 
ginger. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#27092 | petite | $74

#27091 | medium | $118

#18999 | large | $164

#18998 | extra large (pictured) | $254

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

#29208 | large tote | $154
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800.538.5404 | sales@oliveandcocoa.com

Connect with us today!

OUR GUARANTEE: We unconditionally guarantee the 
presentation and quality of our gifts upon delivery. If a gift we've sent 
does not live up to these high standards, please contact us and we 
will re-send the gift with our compliments, or refund your purchase 
price, whichever you desire. Our cut flower arrangements are 
guaranteed to be fresh for 72 hours after delivery.

CUSTOMER SERVICE & ORDERING:

SHIPPING & HANDLING: Product prices do not include 
shipping & handling. For current rates and surcharges, please 
visit oliveandcocoa.com/shipping or call our customer experience 
specialists at 800.538.5404.

To better assist you, all calls to and from Olive & Cocoa® may be  
recorded for training purposes.

MAILING & EMAIL LISTS: We occasionally share portions of our 
mailing list with carefully selected companies. If you do not wish your 
mailing address to be shared, or do not wish to receive our catalogs 
or emails, please contact us by phone, email or mail. You may also 
click on the "unsubscribe" link on the bottom of any of email we send. 
Please see oliveandcocoa.com for complete Privacy Policy.

SUBSTITUTIONS: Because of the perishable and sometimes 
seasonal nature of many of our products, we reserve the right to 
make substitutions of items of equal or greater value as necessary  
to ensure timely delivery of your gifts. 

PAYMENT: We accept all major credit cards. When ordering, you 
authorize Olive & Cocoa® to charge your credit card. We do not  
accept credit cards through email or fax. We do not accept payment 
by personal check. Please see oliveandcocoa.com for complete 
Terms of Sale.

CA RESIDENTS: PROPOSITION 65 WARNING FOR ITEMS NOTED.

Phone: 800.538.5404 Fax: 801.433.5008
Email: customerservice@oliveandcocoa.com
Web: oliveandcocoa.com
Mail: 6345 W 300 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84104

WARNING: Cancer -
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

©2009-2024 Olive & Cocoa, LLC. OLIVE & COCOA is a registered trademark 
in the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, India, and the European 
Union. All rights reserved. Descriptive or typographical errors are subject to 
correction. We reserve the right to change items, prices, or policies at any 
time and without notice.

(b) SMYTH BOTTLE VASE
Wonderful as a flower vase or a one of a kind candle holder, our unique vase 
adds a modern touch to the home. Crafted of dark bronze-tone metal with  
3 glass jars, Smyth Bottle Vase measures approximately 20" long by 5" wide  
by 7" tall. Arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#39145 | $88

(d) THANK YOU BOOK & TREATS
Send sincere thanks with wise words and a bit of sweet bliss. Filled with 
sentiments of gratitude and inspirational quotes, our “Thank You” book comes 
paired with a bag of pistachios, red Aussie licorice, caramel almond popcorn, 
butter cookies, and pastel jelly beans. All arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#26970 | $78

(a) GOURMET DRIED FRUIT AND NUT 
CRATE
Decadent and health conscious dried fruits and flavorful nuts invite all to share. 
Medium includes smoked almonds, pistachios, cashews, dried fruit medley, 
coconut almonds, and pecans. Large adds cinnamon pecans and roasted 
almonds as well as extra cashews, coconut almonds, and dried fruit. Each size 
arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#29155 | medium | $94

#29154 | large (pictured) | $158

(c) BULLDOG COOKIE JAR & COOKIES
An adorably faithful companion, this bulldog keeps a sweet secret. Crafted of 
ceramic with a removable top, Bulldog Cookie Jar measures approximately 
7" wide by 11" tall and includes a package of bite-size chocolate chip cookies. 
Cookie jar and cookies arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#39223 | cookie jar & cookies | $148

(a)
(b)

(c) (d)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(d) LULU LAMB & BLANKIE
Cozy cuddling sends baby straight to sweet sleep. A fuzzy sheep snuggles 
next to baby to keep them company while a luxurious ivory colored reversible 
chamois blanket wraps them up tight. Sheep measures approximately 13" long, 
blanket measures 30" x 36", and both come gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#2015 | $94

(f ) GREY ELEPHANT KIDS’ CHAIR
This elephant never forgets—to hug! Sized just for little ones, Grey Elephant 
Kids' Chair is a delightfully cozy friend. With a fuzzy, soft structure, chair is 
recommended for children 12–36 months. Chair measures approximately  
20" wide by 17" deep by 18" tall and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature  
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#26650 | $128

(e) PERSONALIZED NAME PILLOW
Celebrate a special child with darling décor made especially for them. Adorable 
letters are smattered with greenery, bees, and cute animals to spell the 
name of your choice. Hand crafted in the USA, personalized pillows measure 
approximately 14" x 19" and arrive adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® 
satin bow. Custom pillows take approximately 10 business days to create.  
Free personalization.

#19173 | flowers & butterflies pillow | $98 

#19172 | branches & critters pillow | $98

(a) BABY BOOK & TEDDY BEAR
Send a loving welcome to little ones with our Baby Book & Teddy Bear. 
Including the linen covered hardcover book “Baby's First Year” and a dapper  
10" long Teddy Bear, set is a darling gift for their newest addition. Baby Book  
& Teddy Bear arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate  
with ribbon.

#39157 | $124 BABY
sweet

(c) MUSICAL ELEPHANT  
& SWADDLE
With a gentle windup, our sweet musical elephant delights baby with a classic 
lullaby. Fuzzy, cuddly, and supremely soft, elephant features embroidered eyes 
and striped details and is paired with a coordinating grey and white striped 
cotton muslin swaddle. Elephant measures approximately 11" from trunk to tail, 
swaddle measures 47" square, and both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#15672 | $98

(b) SCRUFFY DOG & PUZZLE
Wonderfully fuzzy and ready for a lifetime of love, our happy Scruffy Dog 
measures 12" long. Our adorable dog is paired with a 12" square alphabet 
puzzle for a tactile toy that makes learning fun. Scruffy Dog & Puzzle arrive gift 
wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#39193 | $118

(f )

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(d) CUDDLE DOG & SWADDLE
An adorably huggable companion, ultra soft Cuddle Dog is filled with  
lavender-scented grains and can be warmed in the microwave to become  
extra snuggly and soothing. A cozy cotton swaddle with a colorful print of dogs 
at play completes this darling set. Dog measures 14" long, swaddle measures  
47" square, and both arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#15674 | $94

(b) PERSONALIZED BOOK & GIRAFFE
A darling keepsake made especially for them, our Personalized Book weaves 
a story using letters from their first and last name. Storybook is paired with a 
supremely fuzzy 14" long giraffe and the set arrives gift wrapped together in a 
hand crafted wood crate with ribbon. Allow approximately 10 business days to 
create. Free personalization.

#28673 | $134

(c) SHARKIE KIDS' CHAIR
A surprisingly cuddly pal, Sharkie loves providing kids a comfortable place to 
lounge. With a fuzzy, soft structure, chair is recommended for children 12–36 
months. Sharkie Kids' Chair measures approximately 20" in diameter by 22" tall 
and arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#39159 | $114

(a) FAB FLAMINGO & STORYBOOK
Encourage them to dance and live joyfully with our Fab Flamingo & Storybook. 
Including the vibrant book “Dance Like a Flamingo” and a huggable 17" long 
pink flamingo, set arrives gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#39148 | $98

(f ) CLOVER COW & BLANKIE
An udderly lovable pal, our Clover Cow & Blankie set is ready for snuggles. 
Black and white plush cow measures approximately 8" long and cozy reversible 
chamois blankie measures 32" x 36". Set arrives gift wrapped together in a hand 
crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#39125 | $98

(e) TOY TRAIN SET & STORYBOOK
Endless hours of fun await! Including 6 wooden train cars with magnetic 
ends, road signs, storage tray, and the storybook “The Goodnight Train,” set is 
recommended for children 3 and up. Train cars each measure approximately 
2 ½" long and the set arrives packaged together with storybook in a signature 
Olive & Cocoa® canvas tote with ribbon.

#27183 | $98

favorite friends
Delight them for hours with snuggles and stories.

(b) (d)

(e)

(f )

(a) (c)
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(d) CHESTNUT WEEKENDER BAG
Generously sized and crafted of genuine leather, our Chestnut Weekender Bag 
has a detachable shoulder strap and metal feet. With a zip-top closure and an 
interior zip pocket, fabric lined bag measures approximately 22" x 12" x 14" with 
a 9" drop. Arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#28890 | $434

(a) ARTISAN ALUMINUM MODEL 
AIRPLANE
Crafted of premium aluminum with meticulous detail, our model is a faithful 
1:29 scale replica of a DC-3 aircraft. Impressively posed on a polished wood 
base, airplane measures approximately 38" x 26" x 15" tall including base.  
Minor assembly required. Allow approximately 10 business days for shipping.

#39194 | $898

(b) TABLETOP MARBLE CHECKERS
An elegant version of the classic game, our Tabletop Marble Checkers brings  
a tactile, fun presence to home or office. Crafted of smooth marble, set includes 
a 12" square checkerboard with a raised playing field, 12 white pieces, and  
12 black pieces. All arrive packaged together in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap  
with ribbon.

#39121 | $118

(c) RIDES OF A LIFETIME CRATE
It’s a beautiful world, encourage your cyclist to get out and see it. The “Epic 
Bike Rides of the World” book catalogs breathtaking treks from pedaling across 
Patagonia to sprinting through South Africa’s Cape Town. To grease the gears, 
we’ve included 2 bicycle themed glasses to hold his favorite drink in style.
Book and glasses arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#39231 | book & 2 glasses | $144

for dads & grads
Celebrate their milestones with style.

(e) ADVENTURE MEN'S SOCKS CRATE
He'll look forward to every excursion while wearing his new favorite pair of 
socks. Woven of a soft, stretchy organic cotton blend, four pairs of men’s one 
size fits most socks arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#39177 | crate of 4 socks | $98

Father's Day  
is Sunday, June 16.
Send a gift to treat 

every special Dad and  
father figure.

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) PERSONALIZED PICKLEBALL 
RACQUETS
Level up their game with a pair of racquets customized just for them. Premium 
set includes 2 personalized racquets and 3 pickleballs and arrives packaged in 
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon. Allow approximately 10 business days to 
create. Free personalization.

#39209 | 2 racquets & 3 pickleballs | $178

(b) LUXE BOCCE BALL SET
Upgrade their bocce game with our premium set. Set includes 8 regulation 
107mm resin bocce balls (4 red & 4 blue), a pallino, and a heavy duty padded 
carrying case with leather handles. Case measures approximately 15" x 8" x 9". 
Made in USA. Allow approximately 10 business days for shipping. 

#39163 | $268

(c) BACKPACK CORNHOLE SET
Endlessly playable and effortlessly portable, our Backpack Cornhole Set brings 
engaging fun to every gathering. Set includes 2 painted cornhole boards with 
hinged legs, 8 premium 4" square bean bags, and a heavy duty padded backpack 
with leather accents. Boards measure 12" x 24" and backpack measures  
14" x 25". Made in USA. Allow approximately 10 business days for shipping. 

#39162 | $198

(d) GOLFING DOGS GRANDE  
ESTATE MAT
As charming as they are whimsical, these pups are ready for a round on the 
links. Hand made with a durable textured weave, oversized door mat is ideal for 
indoor or outdoor use. Golfing Dogs Grande Estate Mat measures 24" x 36" and 
arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#39142 | $88

fun & games
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) SKINNY SAM
Oh, the stories he could tell! Everyone’s favorite dandy looks ever dapper in top 
hat, gingham, and stripes. Featuring a detailed, hand painted face and fabric 
body with weighted bottom to sit upright, Skinny Sam measures 44" tall and 
arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#16324 | $114

(c) MINI UNCLE SAM
Patriotic from head to toe, Mini Uncle Sam features a hand painted face, a star 
spangled outfit, and a miniature old glory flag. Weighted to sit upright and 
measuring approximately 15" long, Mini Uncle Sam arrives packaged in  
Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#23199 | $64

(b) TASTEFUL FAVORITES
Send a delectable selection of shareable snacks! Our Tasteful Favorites crate 
includes Swedish fish, jelly beans, artisan crackers, farmhouse cheese, trail mix, 
and churro pretzels. Medium adds caramel almond popcorn, salami, and gouda 
Moon Cheese. Large adds strawberry licorice, mixed nuts, dill mustard, and 
pepper jack Moon Cheese. Each size arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#21240 | petite | $54

#21239 | medium | $98

#21238 | large (pictured) | $144

(d) OLD GLORY THROW
Wrap yourself in the spirit of America with our stunning Old Glory Throw. 
Woven of a soft cotton blend, throw has finished edges and a neutral solid 
reverse. American flag replica throw measures approximately 50" x 60" and 
arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap with ribbon.

#30369 | $144

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

“Share the
jof of a

sun-soaked
celebration.”

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) FARMHOUSE FLEUR
With a bundle of bright farm fresh blooms, everything becomes sunny. A 
bouquet of vivid golden, auburn, chartreuse, and rouge blooms accented with 
textural foliage and berries comes expertly arranged in a dark stained hand 
crafted wood box. Farmhouse Fleur measures approximately 7" x 7" x 9" to 
top of arrangement and requires next day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA 
residents, see order info page.

#4777 | $94

(d) HEART OF GOLD CAMO BAG
Understated camouflage is delightfully decorated with an eye-catching gold 
heart for this season’s fiercest accessory. With a sturdy canvas outer, 3 interior 
pockets, and a 3-snap closure, unlined handbag measures approximately  
15" x 10" x 7" with a 6" drop and arrives packaged in Olive & Cocoa® gift wrap 
with ribbon.

#21220 | $258

item in image smaller than actual size

(c) TURQUOISE & PEARL WRAP 
NECKLACE
Wrapped, layered, or worn long, this versatile turquoise and pearl necklace 
strikes the perfect balance between polished and casual. Measuring a generous 
65" long, clasp-free infinity necklace features a strand of hand cut turquoise 
heishi beads punctuated by 17 baroque freshwater pearls. Necklace arrives gift 
wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#16385 | $148

(b) CAMARILLO STRAW HAT
With a traditional shape and an eye catching patterned hatband, our Camarillo 
Straw Hat is a modern classic. Crafted of premium paper straw, women's  
one size fits most hat has an adjustable sweatband and measures 
approximately 14" in diameter. Arrives adorned with a fluffy signature  
Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#39171 | $94

Charm
summer

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(d) TAHOE BREEZE KIMONO
Lovely and lightweight gossamer-like threads are woven in red, white, and 
blue to complement her entire summer wardrobe. With an open front and side 
stitched sleeves, kimono is women’s one size fits most, measures approximately 
36" long from collar to hem, and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood 
crate with ribbon.

#21215 | $108

(a) BREEZY STRIPED SCARF
Our Breezy Striped Scarf is spun of gauzy 100% cotton in shades of crème, 
faded maroon, and dusty blue. Scarf has delicate unfinished edges, measures 
approximately 20" x 70", and arrives gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate 
with ribbon.

#39133 | $88

(b) OLIVE & COCOA BOUQUET 
PAJAMAS
Exclusively made for Olive & Cocoa, our unique Bouquet Pajamas are woven 
of a soft cotton blend. Featuring elegant floral artwork on a parchment white 
background, pajamas have a long sleeve button front shirt and elastic drawstring 
waistband pants. Available in women’s sizes small, medium, large, and extra 
large, pajamas arrive gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#39138 | small | $188

#39139 | medium | $188

#39140 | large | $188

#39141 | extra large | $188

(e) “WONDERFUL YOU” BAR NECKLACE
Remind them of their inner wonder each and every day. Engraved with the word 
"wonderful" on the front and "you" on the reverse, our 1" long sterling silver 
pendant hangs gracefully from a 16" long sterling silver chain. Necklace arrives 
gift wrapped in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#39168 | $98

(c) SERENITY SPA CRATE
Our Serenity Spa Crate features hand selected sundries for one of the most 
splendid treasures of all: relaxation. Herbal lavender tub sachets, hand 
crocheted washcloth, artisanal soap, lavender candle, and indulgent hand cream 
arrive gift wrapped together in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#11222 | $138

pretty, perfect
Share a chic gift to inspire her all summer long.

enlarged to show detail

(a)

(b) (c)

(d)

(e)
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(c) MONIQUE
An exotic gathering, Monique boldly juxtaposes billowy blooms and textured 
botanicals with a majestic succulent to create an evocative beauty. Featuring 
an array of regal purples, Monique is arranged in a dark stained wood box, 
measures approximately 7" x 7" x 11" to top of arrangement, and requires next 
day shipping. Contains floral foam: CA residents, see order info page.

#11457 | $108

(e) DOGGY PORTRAIT PILLOW
Say cheese! Pausing just long enough to capture their personalities, our Doggy 
Portrait Pillow is crafted with wool embroidery on a cotton cover. Finished with 
a pink mini pom trim and a sky blue reverse, pillow measures approximately  
16" x 24". Arrives adorned with a fluffy signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#26511 | $148

(a) SUNNY PASTURE WREATH
Evocative of a bright field of wildflowers, our Sunny Pasture Wreath is crafted 
of real preserved flowers in natural hues of green, violet, and gold. Wreath 
measures approximately 17" in diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow. Keep wreath from direct sunlight to 
preserve coloring.

#39158 | $114

“Summer
days set the

scene for dreamy
gatherings.”

(d) BULL TERRIER SUCCULENT
This adorable pup has certainly mastered the command “lie down.” 
Crafted of ceramic and planted with a gathering of hardy succulents, our  
Bull Terrier Succulent measures approximately 12" long by 5" tall and requires 
2nd day shipping.

#39178 | $98

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d) (e)

(b) DELANCY CHAMPAGNE FLUTES
Our artful Delancy Champagne Flutes make any occasion a memorable 
celebration. Organic in form, each sleek yet sturdy 8 oz. flute is hand crafted 
from thick recycled glass, giving each its own unique charm. Glasses each 
measure approximately 10" tall by 2 ½" in diameter and sets come gift wrapped 
in a hand crafted wood crate with ribbon.

#7549 | set of 2 flutes | $98

#7671 | set of 4 flutes | $168

https://www.oliveandcocoa.com
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(a) DAHLIA FAUX 
BOTANICAL WREATH
Crafted of the highest quality faux botanicals, 
our wreath brightens their doorway with dahlias 
and flowering tendrils that will stay gorgeous for 
seasons to come. Wreath measures approximately 
20" in diameter and arrives adorned with a fluffy 
signature Olive & Cocoa® satin bow.

#28565 | $158
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